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	Quote 76: Those who say it can't be done are usually interrupted by others doing it.                                - James Baldwin  
	Student Name 76: Tremaine T. Sails- Dunbar
	School Name 76: America Baptist College 
	Year and Major 76: Senior, Bible & Theology 
	Email Contact 76: tsalis@abcnash.edu 
	Brief Bio 76: I was born to a military family in Honolulu, HI. At a young age, I developed a love and passion for reading. In retrospect, I view my activities as a symptom of my curiosity. Nonetheless, in recent times I have had the pleasure and honor of serving as a delegate in the NCSC XLIII Model United Nations Conference hosted by Georgetown University, and the 50th Mid-West Model United Nations Conference in St. Louis, MO. Additionally, I am fortunate to have become a Chi Boule Scholar and Ronald E. McNair Scholar. Albeit, my most gratifying work has been in the form of my drafting of a statement for a Tennessee State Historical Marker, which ultimately was placed at the address where the historic Nashville Sit-In Movement began. My major GPA is 3.88, and I am a student member of a number of Philosophical and Historical Associations. Moreover, I am an advocate of interweaving practice and theory. For instance, in July of 2014 I was a co-organizer for a charity basketball tournament. We raised over $400 while giving away over 200 backpacks, filled with school supplies, to children in an underprivileged community.                                                                                                   
	Post Graduation Plans 76: Academically, it is my goal to enroll in graduate school and acquire a PhD in History. Though I aspire to be an academician, I am interested how the academy perceives human rights and art, and vice versa. I would also like to have a family in the future. Lastly, I would like to live a life of fulfillment; that is to say, I’d like the world to be a better place when I leave it, if ever so slightly.
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